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the German mind. You might expect me again—
and with more justice—to linger on the Renaissance
period, when unequivocal and sometimes even dazzl-
ing light spread from the south of Europe; but I
doubt whether this would be profitable for the point
of view which I particularly wish to lay before you.
The Renaissance brought a kind of intoxication to the
German mind ; but there was no question of a real
assimilation of the spirit of antiquity ; else the litera-
ture of that age would not so soon have degenerated
into dull and lifeless imitation. To the German
sixteenth century, intensely preoccupied as it was
with its own spiritual problems, the discovery of the
ancient world was still a matter of comparative
indifference. It might be well enough for humanistic
scholars, who had, so to speak, divested themselves
of their nationality by writing in Latin, to interest
themselves in it; but Luther's Germany had more
immediately vital things to think about. At most,
the German poets employed, not very intelligently,
and as a kind of stucco ornament, the mythological
imagery which the humanists had introduced; for
the serenity of the ancient mind they had, and could
have had no comprehension. To Hans Sachs, for
instance, the gods of Greece, when he set them on his
E
rimitive stage, were just as plain and simple Nurem-
erg citizens as any other figures in his plays—as our
Christian God himself.1 And think of the Lutheran
bigotry with which the old Faust-book views its hero's
dealings with the heathen past; to its unknown author
" Helen of Troy" is indeed the Scarlet Woman.
When we turn to the real age of Renaissance poetry
in Germany, the baroque seventeenth century, we
find ourselves no whit nearer an understanding of the
beauty of Greece. Opitz may discourse, with an
irony born of intimate acquaintance, of the deeds of
1 e.g. Comedia, darin die gottin Dallas die tugend und die gottin Venus die
mllust verficbt (1530) ; £/>; comedi, dasjudicium Paridis (1532) ; Comedi a oder
Kampff-gespncb ^wischen Juppiter mdJuno (1534) ,* Em gesprech der gotter, etc.
(1544).

